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Sutton's law states that when diagnosing, one should first consider the obvious It suggests that one should fi rst conduct those tests which could continn (or rule 
out) the most likely diagnosis. 11 is taught in medical schools to suggest to medical students that they might best ord er tesls in that sequence which is most likely to 
result in a quick diagnosis, hence treatment, while minimizing llnnecessary costs. It is also applied in phannacology. when choosing a drug to treat a specifi c disease 
you want the drug to reach the d isease. It is applicable ~o flny process of d iagnosis, e,g. debugging computer programs. Comp uter-aided d iagnosis provides a 
statistical and quantitat ive approach. 

A mOre thorough analysis W II! consider the false positi ve nne oCthe tesl and the possibility that a less likely diagnosis might have more serious consequences. A 
competing principle is the idea of perfonning simple tests before more complex and ex pensive tests, moving from bedside lests to blood results and simple imaging 
such as ultrnsound and then more complex such as MRlthen specialty imaging. The law can also be applied in prioritizing tests when resources are lim ited, so a test 
for a treatable condition shou ld be perfonned before all equally probable but less treatable condition 

Tlle law is named after the bank robber Willie Sutton , who reputedly replied to a reporter's inquiry as to why he robbed banks by saying "because that's where the 

money is." (In Sutton's 1976 bOOk Where the Money Was. [1 11 2] Sutton denies having said this). 

A similar idea is cOnlamed in the phys ician's: adage, "When you hear hoofbeats behind you, think horses, not zebras.~ 

See also 

• Occam's razor 
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